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MATH11219 Engineering Mathematics (4h-L)
In this course students apply the essential calculus concepts, processes and techniques to develop mathematical models for engineering problems. They use the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to illustrate the relationship between the derivative and the integral of a function and apply the theorem to engineering problems involving definite integrals. Differential calculus is used to construct mathematical models, which investigate a variety of rate of change and optimization problems. The standard rules and techniques of integration are included. Differential equations are introduced and applied to investigate more interesting problems in an engineering setting. Other important elements of this course are the communication of results, concepts and ideas using mathematics as a language, being able to document the solution to problems in a way that demonstrates a clear, logical and precise approach and communicating, working and learning in peer learning teams where appropriate.

Prerequisites: None.

ENEG11111 Engineering Skills A (2h-L, 2h-T, 2h-Lab)
Students are introduced to the role of professional engineers as mediators between the technical, business, social, cultural, environmental, economic and political contexts of engineering activities. They investigate and select materials and processes for engineering applications and justify decisions made. Students apply information literacy skills and information technology skills to engineering projects; they use drawing, modeling and simulation tools to analyze and present project outcomes; they apply risk assessment and workplace health and safety assessment to engineering activities; and they design, conduct and report on practical, hands-on activities. The learning is supported by compulsory class sessions.

Prerequisites: None. Co-requisite: ENEG11112

ENEG11112 Engineering Skills B (2h-L, 2h-T, 2h-Lab) Continuation of ENEG11111 Engineering Skills A
Students explore the complex nature of engineering activities and the need to deal with uncertainty and conflicting information, they prepare a portfolio to demonstrate development of a professional attitude, problem-solving skills, technical knowledge and productive work practices, and provide evidence of a professional capacity to communicate, work and learn productively, both individually and in teams. The learning is supported by compulsory class sessions.

Prerequisites: None. Co-requisite:

ENEG11111 PHYS11184 Engineering Physics (3h-L, 2H-Lab)
This course introduces the principles of engineering physics and aims to develop a fundamental understanding of several broad areas of physics (mechanics, fluids, wave properties, properties of matter and heat) applied to engineering and technology. The course provides practical experience in experimental and measurement techniques used to investigate these physical phenomena and develops related professional communication, information literacy and teamwork skills.

Prerequisites: None

ENEG12004 Engineering Design and Management Planning (2h-L, 2h-T, 2h-Lab)
In this course students should be able to apply project management techniques to conceptual design of engineering projects. They reflect on project activities and develop and describe their personal framework for engineering design and project management. Students produce a conceptual design and project specifications aligned with relevant Standards and current engineering practice given a loosely formed
client brief. They describe and explain the conduct and management of engineering enterprises and of the structure and capabilities of the engineering workforce, and they demonstrate and justify the incorporation of a systems approach to design activities based on a broad sustainability framework. Students identify, justify and apply the technical knowledge and skills required to successfully complete an engineering project, and produce professional and technically competent project management and design documentation. Students prepare a portfolio to demonstrate development of a professional attitude; problem-solving skills, technical knowledge and productive work practices, and they provide evidence of a professional capacity to communicate, work and learn productively, both individually and in teams. The learning is supported by compulsory class sessions.

**Prerequisites:** ENEG11111, ENEG11112

---

**ENEG12005 Material Science and Engineering (3h-L, 2h-Lab)**

This course introduces students to the properties of engineering materials and their classification, and selection for given applications. They explain relationships between material properties and the internal structures of materials, and explain processes modify these structures to improve material properties. Students should be able to analyze failures of materials, explain failure mechanisms and determine measures to protect against such failures. They describe and choose standard methods of testing for given situations, indicate expected results and limitations of results. Students conduct, analyze, interpret, draw conclusions from and report on materials tests. They apply information literacy skills to obtain relevant engineering information and identify appropriate standards and practices.

**Prerequisites:** PHYS11184, MATH11219

---

**ENEM12006 Fluid Mechanics (3h-L, 2h-Lab)**

This course introduces the fundamental properties of fluids, analysis of pipe flow and analysis of buoyancy and stability of floating objects. It presents methods of analyzing fluid systems using the concept of a control volume combined with the conservation of mass and momentum equations. Students analyze incompressible flows in pipe systems and use similitude and modeling principles and techniques to solve problems in fluid mechanics. Students will prepare technical and laboratory reports using appropriate "mechanical engineering language", and document the process of modeling and analysis. They are required to act professionally in presenting information, communicating, working and learning, both individually and in teams.

**Prerequisites:** MATH11219, PHYS11184

---

**ENEG12006 Engineering Design Management Implementation (2h-L, 2h-T, 2h-Lab)**

In this course students should be able to apply project management techniques to conceptual design of engineering projects. They reflect on project activities and continue to develop and describe their personal framework for engineering design and project management. Students design or select components and elements required for a project and develop a detailed project design consistent with Australian Standards and current engineering practice given a conceptual design and client approved project specifications. They model and evaluate the detailed design and demonstrate and justify the incorporation of a systems approach to design activities based on a broad sustainability framework. Students identify, justify and apply the technical knowledge and skills required to successfully complete an engineering project, and produce professional and technically competent project management and design documentation. Students prepare a portfolio to demonstrate development of a professional attitude; problem-solving skills, technical knowledge and productive work practices, and they provide evidence of a professional capacity to communicate, work and learn productively, both individually and in
teams. The learning outcomes associated with the implementation of the design are satisfactorily achieved through a compulsory residential school.

**Prerequisites:** ENEG12004

**ENEM12007  Statics and Dynamics (3h-L, 2h-Lab)**
This course develops principles of engineering mechanics. Students calculate the geometrical properties of cross sections, analyze loads on engineering structures, determine support reactions, and distribution of forces and moments in members. They analyze problems involving particle and rigid body motion and simple vibratory systems. Students communicate, work and learn both individually and in teams, using appropriate mechanical engineering language, they document the process of modeling and analysis and present the information in a professional manner.

**Prerequisites:** PHYS11184, MATH11219

**ENTG13002  Project Planning (2h-L)**
Students in the final year of their Bachelor of Engineering Technology program work independently to find and plan a project that allows them to demonstrate professional capabilities expected of graduating engineering technologists. Formal and informal project reporting articulates the analysis of project planning issues and critical thinking behind project choices and decisions made. Students report to and work with guidance from a supervisor to scope and define the project, undertake research into project issues, in corporate safety and risk issues, produce a plan and schedule for implementation of the project in the subsequent project implementation course, and produce informal and formal projects reports and presentations.

**Prerequisites:** ENEG12006

**ENEM13011  Fluid and Electrical Drive (2h-L, 2h-T, 2h-Lab)**
This project based course introduces fluid and electrical drives and the design of integrated drive systems for use in industry. It covers comparison of characteristics, construction, selection, design and operation of fluid and electric drives and drive systems, use of mathematical models to analyze performance, machine protection and control schemes, and evaluation of drive system performance. Students apply formulas and explain and record calculations. They adopt professional approaches to work in teams and learn collaboratively to manage and complete projects, they manage their own learning, and communicate professionally using discipline language to investigate, design and check work, and present designs and problem solutions.

**Prerequisites:** ENEM12006

**ENEC13010  Solid Mechanics (3h-L, 2h-Lab)**
Students will use the principles of engineering mechanics to analyze structural members subjected to torsion, bending and shear stresses. Principle stresses will be calculated for members subjected to combined stresses. The course outlines modes of failure including fatigue in engineering materials. Students use appropriate "civil engineering language" in context, document the process of modeling and analysis and present information, and communicate, work and learn, both individually and in teams in a professional manner.

**Prerequisites:** ENEM12007

**ENEM13014  Thermodynamics (3h-L, 2h-Lab)**
The unit introduces students to the basic methods underlying the design and analysis of thermal energy systems. It emphasizes understanding principles and applying them to practical situations. The aim is to give students the necessary skills to carry out basic design and performance analysis in the area of power exchange in steam, and similar plant, engines and refrigeration systems.
Prerequisites: ENEM12006

ENTG13001  Project Implementation (2h-L)
The purpose of this course is to provide students who are in the final year of their program with an opportunity to carry out an authentic work assignment type project, which closely approximates technologist's activities in industry. It is expected that while carrying out the project, students will develop their expertise as well as practice skills in the project's discipline are.

Prerequisites: ENTG13002, ENEG12006

ENEM14011  Energy Conversation (3h-L, 2h-Lab)
This course introduces students to key concepts and principles required to analyze problems involving heat exchange and energy conversion. They analyze and design heat exchangers and analyze performance of compressors, internal combustion engines, gas turbines and jet propulsion. Students analyze combustion processes and estimate pollutant emissions, and analyze and design nozzles to promote safe and efficient combustion. They prepare technical and laboratory reports that demonstrate critical evaluation of results and experimental uncertainties. Students are required to show they work productively, both individually and collaboratively, to solve problems, and document and communicate their work clearly in a professional manner.

Prerequisites: ENEM13014

ENEM14013  Engineering Plant Design(3h-L)
This course provides students with opportunities to develop and demonstrate their professional capabilities in the design of mechanical equipment associated with processing plant within the context of the minerals processing and associated heavy industries. Students apply engineering theories, practices, standards and tools to design of equipment and apply their knowledge of strength of materials, tolerances and modes of failure to design. The emphasis is on the design of machine elements as components of larger systems requiring analysis to be reduced to subsystems, assemblies and components, and how the performance of the whole system is affected by the performance of its constituent parts. The design process equipment and drivelines, and describe specific design issues that apply to common process and general engineering components and equipment. Students evaluate and explain their design decisions, selections and design features. Students will be required to apply their existing knowledge of statics, dynamics, vibrations, strength of materials, thermo fluids to design tasks, comply with relevant codes of practice and use numerical methods and computer aided design tools where appropriate. They are required to show they can work productively and professionally, both individually and in project teams, to solve problems, and document and communicate their work clearly in a professional manner.

Prerequisites: ENEC13010